4 errors occur in this as in any other field of surgery. Sometimes, however, a patient and his legal advisers are convinced that a mishap must be self-evident negligence, such as when an arthroplasty dislocates; expert evidence is then made available to the patient and his advisers to indicate that this is not the case.
While human error and negligence will just as surely lead to writs and settlements in implant surgery as in other branches of medicine, the golden rule, when dealing with vulnerable patients who have often been in pain and built up optimistic hopes which may not have been realized despite the exercise of all skill, must be to communicate, to explain, to give honest and objective assessments of the likelihood of success, mentioning the predictable complications, such as metal sensitivity, so that the patient can decide for himself whether to accept the treatment that he is offered. Meeting On the Derivation of the Name 'Rickets' 'The most receaved and ordinary Name of this Disease is, The Rickets: But who baptiz'd it, and upon what occasion, or for what reason, or whether by chance or advice it was so named,Jis very uncertain... But it is an accident well worth our admiration, That this Disease being new, and not long ago nameless, at least not known by this Name ... yet no man hitherto could be found out, who knew, or could shew, either the first Author of the Name, or the Patient to whom the appellation of the Disease was first accomodated, or the peculier place where it was don, or the maner how it cam to be dispersed among the common people: for the inhabitants having gotten a Name for the Disease, receave it with acquiescence as a thing done with diligence and deliberation, and are not at all further solicitous either about the Name, or the Author of the Name.' Thus Glisson, in 1651. This states the essential paradox of the situation. For Glisson (Fig 1) and his clinical contemporaries rickets was an absolutely new disease; yet it was one already well known to the common people of England, and endowed by them with a name whose origin was inexplicable. The newness of rickets to clinical experience at the time is amply evidenced. The point that the disease was not only new but becoming commoner is made again by one of the fathers of medical epidemiology, John Graunt, in his 'Observations on the Bills of Mortality'. The first known written use of the word rickets had been in the Bill of Mortality for the City of London for 1634, where 14 cases were listed among 'The Diseases and Casualties this yeere' (Fig 2) . In 1676 Graunt wrote:
'My next observation is, that of the rickets we find no mention among the casualties, until the year 1634, and then but of 14 for that whole year. Now the question is, whether that disease did first appear about that time, or whether a disease, which had been long before, did then first receive its name? ... It is also to be observed that the rickets were never more numerous than now, and that they are still increasing.' And indeed, the peak incidence in the Bills was in 1684, with 576 cases reported, after which the figures slowly subsided to 11 in 1752.
Glisson was not the first to write about rickets, so-called; but all the other mentions fall within the fifth decade of the seventeenth century. It was mentioned by a West Country cleric, the Rev. Thomas Fuller, in 1647 (see Poynter 1951) . The earliest book, that of Daniel Whistler, published in Leyden in 1645, was entitled De morbe puerili Anglorum quem patrio idiomate indigenae vocant The Rickets, which makes the three essential points: rickets was a disease of children, it was above all a disease of English children, and it was popularly known as 'the rickets'. Arnold de Boot (1649) stated that the common appellations of the disease in England were 'doubling of the joints' and 'the rickets'. The Theatrum Botanicum of 1640 refers to the use of the roots and leaves of the white thistle for rickets, mentioned by name.
We have to account somehow for this sudden shock of recognition. It is manifestly impossible for a vitamin-deficiency disease not to have coexisted with the race. It certainly existed in prehistoric times, from the evidence in Neolithic skeletons. Sigerist (1951) deals with its incidence in Ancient Egypt, and Soranus of Ephesus in AD 110 described a disease which deformed the bodies of Roman children, probably its first mention in the literature. Valentin (1961) We have also (Sticker 1935) : ' The Alemans of the 5th century A.D. probably suffered severe diseases that we would now identify as rickets and scurvydeficiency diseases understandable in peoples who, in their wanderings and military expeditions, were often dependent on insufficient nourishment and inured to periodic famine.'
Of rickets in the Middle Ages we know nothing until we come to Coiter (1572) who refers to 'the luckless children who fall into the unfeeling hands of incompetent and arrogant barbers, butchers and old women, and return with monstrous heads, many hunchbacked, bow-legged, knock-kneed, and with limbs strangely contorted.'
In-1582 Hieronymus Reusner published in Basel a Dissertatio de tabe infantum which depicted a disease long familiar in children in Holland and Switzerland, often known simply as The Varus, and marked by weakness and deformity of the ribs and legs.
So if it was not a new disease, it must have been one newly recognized; and the most likely reason for this is a rapid increase in its incidence. 'There is much evidence that the disease suddenly became prevalent in England during the first twenty years of the 17th century. But it is obscure why this should have been so' (Sinclair 1951) . The explosion, if explosion there was, seems to have taken place in the counties of the south west; Fuller was an Exeter man and Glisson was born in Dorset. But it is as odd that this should have occurred in a part of the country more endowed than most with sunshine and dairy products as it was natural for it to afflict the underfed proletariat in the smoky cities of the industrial revolution two hundred years later.
Glisson's book developed from informal discussions on the topic among a small group of Fellows of the Royal College of Physicians, who elected a subcommittee consisting of Glisson himself, George Bate and Ahasuerus Regemorter to write the actual work; and these three names appear together on the title page of the 1651 London edition, though Glisson's only in the first (Latin) edition of the previous year, from which this was translated (Fig 3) . At that time medical texts were customarily first published in Latin, and it was necessary to find a scientific name for the disease. At this point Glisson proceeded to throw a formidable spanner into the etymological works, creating a confusion which is not yet entirely clarified:
'because they which are expert in the Greek and Latin tongues may peradventure expect a name from us, whereof some kind of Reason may be given ... One of us fell upon a Name which was complancenceous to himself, and afterwards pleasing to the rest; now this was Rachitis [given in Greek form in the original], the Spinal Disease... for the Spine of the Back is the first and principal among the parts affected in this evil... besides, the Name is familiar and easy, and finally, the English Name Rickets, receaved with so great a cdnsent of the people, doth by this name seem to be executed, yea justified, from Barbarism; for, without any wracking or convulsion of the Word, the name Rickets may be readily deduced from the Greek work Rachitis.
'Objection: You will say, that they which imposed first the English name Rickets, were peradventure altogether unskilful in and ignorant of the Greek tongue, or that they never thought of the Greek word Rachites, at least understood not that the Spine of the Back was the principal among those parts which were first affected in this Disease.' He then goes on, with extraordinary casuistry. to argue backwards, without the slightest founda- Section ofOrthopadics tion, that rachitis must have been the original name first used by the learned, and that: 'tis very possible, yea probable, That the common people by the error of pronounciation might somewhat pervert the name so given and express it as to this day they retain it, by the word Rickets. But whether it were so or not, we are not at all solicitous ... Words contract a value by their use, and ought not to be denizened with rashness, or innovated by temerity... suppose, if you please, that we now newly devised the English name of this Disease, and deduce it from the Greek word Rachites, the English word resulting from hence would be the Rachites, and how little is the difference between that and the ordinary word Rickets?. . . But we trifle too much in staying so long upon these trifles ... And thus much, if not too much, of the Name.' So rachitis it became and soon acquired an additional 'h' as rhachitis, and was accepted as such throughout Europe as a condition, primarily spinal, but also often known simply as 'the English disease', a rare instance of the use of a national eponym for a disorder that was not venereal.
This was the beginning of an etymological puzzle which has never been satisfactorily solved, for we need to know whence the English derived their common expression. Endless attempts have been made to find a solution, none of them successful. My interest was first roused when translating Bruno Valentin's monumental Die Geschichte der Orthopadie. He records the usual false leads, so common to etymology. Trousseau (1856) had pointed to an old French word, riquet, which has a similar sound: 'In the ancient French dialect riquet signified hunchbacked. Even nowadays un riquet, especially in the country, is a hunchback.' It was also suggested that both French and English terms might have a common origin in the German word Riicken, meaning back or spine. And 'rack' did, in fact, mean the backbone or neck in Old English; a 'rackbone' is a vertebra, as in Crooke's 'Body of Man' (1615): 'The transverse processes of the racke-bones of the neck' (OED). But I think this is as much a red herring as the Greek rachis.
An anonymous lexicographer wrote in The Lancet (1972) that the problem was no problem at all but had long been solved, that around 1620 a practitioner in Newbury had acquired a reputation for treating the disease, that his name was Rickets, and so the disease came to be known as the rickets by eponymy. But I believe this to be inaccurate and untrue. There is one, and only one, source for this belief -John Aubrey, Wiltshireman and dilettante, famous author of 'Brief Lives'. There is a single paragraph in his 'Naturall History of Wiltshire', begun in 1656: 'I will whilst tis in my mind insert this Remarque, vizabout 1620 one Ricketts of Newberye, a practitioner in Physick, was excellent at the Curing Children with swoln heads and small legges: and the Disease being new, and without a name, he being famous for the cure of it, they called the Disease the Ricketts: as the Kings Evill from the King's cureing of it with his touch; and now tis good sport to see how they vex their Lexicons and fetch it from the Greek rachis, the backbone.' I am very dubious about this, partly because of Aubrey's nature; he was a great one for collecting gossip and extraordinary stories and very credulous and gullible about ghosts and other matters. What are we to think of an authority who could write: 'To cure the Thrush. Take a living Frog and hold it in a cloth, that it does not go down into the Childs Mouth; and put the Head into the Childs Mouth till it is dead; and then take another Frog?' I believe that Aubrey may have been motivated by the local patriotism of a West Country man, but also by a desire to tease Glisson. The mention of the derivation from the Greek obviously refers to Glisson. Glisson's book was published in 1650, Aubrey was writing only a few years later; Glisson was a founder-member of the Royal Society, Aubrey was elected in 1662, and they were probably acquainted.
But, more important, did Dr Ricketts ever exist at all? If so, one might reasonably expect to find some trace of him. I found that I was not the first to doubt, for in 1961 Mr L M Payne, Librarian of the Royal College of Physicians, had made enquiries of the Borough Librarian of Reading and of the Archivists of Berkshire and of Wiltshire without success. In 1972 I consulted the Archivist of the Borough of Newbury, who examined the relevant rent rolls, petitions and other documents but drew blank. Neither was the name to be found in the baptismal register or the churchwardens' accounts of the Parish, nor in the nominal rolls of the property rental records. So there is no evidence that Dr Ricketts ever existed, though this is admittedly not evidence that he did not exist. However, it is my feeling that, if there is an eponymy here, it is eponymy in reverse, the doctor being named after the disease.
From the language viewpoint we could rule Dr Ricketts out altogether if rickets could be shown to have been in popular use before the seventeenth century; unfortunately, the earliest attributions in Johnson's Dictionary and the OED 8 do not go back quite as far as this. However, the obvious thing about a sufferer from rickets is that he is twisted; and the briefest reference to the OED will show that this is what the name means. The use of 'rick' as equivalent to a sprain or twist of a limb or joint goes back a very long way, and is often taken as equivalent to'wrench'. 'Ricketed' as a derogatory epithet meaning crippled or contracted can be traced to 1653. In 1653, also, Wilson wrote: 'The rest of the poor Members pine away, like ricket-bodies, upwards overgrown'. Robert Burns, in 1794, talks of 'the ricket reeling of a crooked swagger'. And here is an interesting one: 'The sounder parts seem overgrown, so the disproportion betwixt them and the Ricketing ones makes the whole Body misshapen'. This is Boyle, in 1648; does it really sound as if there is any connexion with a Dr Ricketts of two decades earlier?
And then there is 'rack', signifying to undergo or inflict stretching, strain or dislocation, used as far back as 1508 by Dunbar. All these violent words meaning strain, twist or wrench, go back to an old Scandinavian root, rykk, meaning tug, twist, pull or jerk, and to cognate German and Dutch roots meaning to stretch joints by tugging or pulling. Shakespeare was able to write in 'The Tempest': 'Ile racke thee with old Crampes, fill all thy bones with Aches'. And this was in 1610, well before the time of the supposed Dr Ricketts. It does seem that we got the word 'rickets' from our Norse and Low German ancestors, and that the good Doctor never existed. But we shall never be able to prove it.
